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Abstract 
Individuals differ. This seemingly trivial statement has nevertheless led to paradigm shifts, as three 

different fields of organismal biology have seen a marked change in key concepts over the past few 

decades. In animal behaviour, it has increasingly been realised that behavioural differences among 

individuals can be stable over time and across contexts, giving rise to the concept of animal 

personalities. In ecology, an increasing focus is likewise on the considerable variation in the ecological 

niche realised by species, populations, and individuals, giving rise to the concept of niche specialisation 

or individual niche variation. In evolutionary biology, where individual variation has always been central, 

there is an increasing awareness of the complexity with which individuals interact with the environment 

in producing unique phenotypes. Recent theoretical and empirical work has highlighted that the fitness 

landscape is rather complex, with multiple fitness peaks. It depends on the individual with its genotype, 

in interaction with its specific environment, which local or global fitness peak is attainable. Over the past 

15 years, the need for more integrated conceptual frameworks transcending disciplines has been voiced 

ever more strongly. Whereas initially the ecological time scale was deemed to be fundamentally different 

from the evolutionary one, this notion has recently been replaced by a more integrative one, where 

evolution can indeed happen over ecological time scales. While in each of the three fields behaviour, 

ecology, and evolution, the concept of individualisation has contributed to major scientific progress, 

sufficient cross-fertilisation is lacking. Here, we propose a new level of conceptual unification: the 

individualised niche. By merging the niche concept with the fitness and animal personality concepts, 

new explanatory power for both ecological and evolutionary processes emerges. 

 

Keywords: animal personality, fitness, individualisation, individualised niche, integration, niche theory 

 

Introduction 

The simple but profound realisation that individuals differ has already been made by Aristotle almost 

2500 years ago and is also an unrefuted part of our lives, so that it would, as such, hardly be a timely 

topic. Yet this realisation, so uncontroversial that most biologists would accept it without further question 

(Dall et al. 2012), has nevertheless led to marked paradigm shifts in the fields of animal behaviour, 

ecology and evolution (Wolf & Weissing 2012). We will first briefly outline these field-specific paradigm 

shifts toward greater emphasis on individuals, before introducing our idea for combining these field-

specific new paradigms in the concept of the individualised niche. 

Animal Behaviour 
The behaviour of an organism is one of the most plastic of its phenotypic traits. It is thus a powerful and 

rapid catalyst of an organism’s response to environmental change and selection pressures (Réale et al. 

2010). This has been explicitly recognised (Forsman 2015; Rubenstein & Alcock 2018; Trillmich et al. 

2018) and the explanatory power of behavioural variation with regard to interactions with the 

environment over both ecological and evolutionary time scales is well established (Dingemanse et al. 

2010; Wolf & Weissing 2012). However, the environmental circumstances influencing uptake and 

integration of environmental information into the developing phenotype have not been investigated 

sufficiently to understand individual variation in behaviour and interaction with the environment of the 
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individual. These processes represent an important step of individualisation by which the developing 

organism can adjust to the predictable aspects of the environment in which it will reproduce and thus 

realise its fitness (West-Eberhard 2003; Sultan 2007). 

The study of animal behaviour has undergone major shifts in the level of focus in recent decades. After 

Lorenz (1941) used behavioural differences between species to infer phylogenetic relationships and 

when Tinbergen (1963) formulated his famous four questions, a species had a behavioural repertoire 

where variation among individuals was commonly regarded as scatter around a species-specific 

optimum (Wilson 1998). This led to key monographs on a certain species’ behaviour and comparisons 

to other species (Fig. 1A). With more and more detailed behavioural studies emerging, scientists 

realised that even within species, populations can differ remarkably in their behaviour, whether it is 

foraging, tool use, or mating (Fig. 1B). This view was soon augmented with even more detail, as many 

studies used either natural variation or individual marking schemes to identify individuals and study their 

behaviour. What many of these individual-based studies found was considerable variation among 

individuals that was more than just random noise, or even detrimental deviation from a supposed fitness 

optimum (Fig. 1C). Behavioural plasticity was initially assumed to be almost limitless (Piersma & Drent 

2003) in order to facilitate appropriate behavioural responses to the continuously changing environment 

(Sachser et al. 2020). Yet, ever-more detailed individual-based studies revealed constraints to 

behavioural plasticity that have subsequently been well documented across a vast array of taxa from 

primates (including humans) to insects (Wilson 1998; Sih et al. 2004; Williams 2008, DeRango et al. 

2019). These results in turn gave rise to the concept of animal personalities (Sih et al. 2004; Réale et 

al. 2007). 

Since then, the focus has shifted towards understanding how genetic differences combined with 

differential experiences earlier in life can modify behavioural phenotypes later in life. The widespread 

occurrence of animal personalities posed new explanatory challenges as it was hard to see how a 

constraint on behavioural plasticity could be maintained or even selected for (Wolf et al. 2007, 2008; 

Wolf & Weissing 2010; Dochtermann & Dingemanse 2013). It became clear that variation in personality 

can be understood from a perspective that takes individual development into account (Stamps & 

Groothuis 2010) and that does not require genetic differences (Freund et al. 2013). There is now also 

considerable evidence that variation in personality can have a genetic basis and is subject to selection 

(Dochtermann et al. 2015; Arroyo et al. 2017). This means that animal personality has profound 

implications for ecological and evolutionary processes (Wolf & Weissing 2012). Not surprisingly, the call 

for a more integrative perspective has been well heard. As one example, the pace-of-life concept 

(Ricklefs & Wikelski 2002; Réale et al. 2010) explicitly links animal personality to the potential underlying 

endocrine mechanisms and has outlined ecological and/or evolutionary consequences (Niemelä et al. 

2013; Dammhahn et al. 2018). The last decade has also seen more very stimulating ideas how to merge 

animal personality with ideas from ecology and evolution (Araya-Ajoy & Dingemanse 2013; Sih et al. 

2015; Dammhahn et al. 2018). Nevertheless, future studies are needed to explain the mechanisms 

behind the co-development of life history and personality traits (Trillmich et al. 2018; Wright et al. 2019). 

Ecology 
In ecology, an increasing recent focus has likewise been on differences among individuals in a 

population. This shift from mean values of a population to individual diversity calls for a more flexible 
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notion of the niche concept (Hutchinson 1957) of a population or species (Bolnick et al. 2003; Holt 2009; 

Violle et al. 2012; Layman et al. 2015; Costa-Pereira et al. 2018). Individuals specialise in and realise 

only a small subset of the population’s niche, leading to individual differences in niche realisation. While 

this specialisation is a widespread phenomenon, until recently very few studies quantified the magnitude 

of individual specialisation and the processes leading to it (Devictor et al. 2010; Araujo et al. 2011), but 

this variation matters (Bolnick et al. 2011; Des Roches et al. 2018). An additional perception leading to 

the conclusion that individuals matter greatly in ecology has come from ecosystem ecology in the notion 

of the keystone individual concept (Modlmeier et al. 2014). Directly transferred from the idea that some 

species have a disproportionate effect on a whole ecosystem, it proposes that some individuals have a 

disproportionate effect on entire groups or populations. 

It has also become evident that individuals can even actively shape or construct their ecological and 

social niche (Bergmüller & Taborsky 2010) which, in turn, influences species composition and 

biodiversity (Hood & Larson 2014). Such niche construction may drive co-evolutionary episodes (Laland 

& Boogert 2010). Whereas initially the ecological time scale was deemed to be fundamentally different 

from the evolutionary one, this notion has now been replaced by a more integrative view where 

evolutionary change can indeed happen over ecological time scales (Hairston et al. 2005; Hanski 2011; 

Hendry 2016). As a consequence of these insights, eco-evolutionary feedback is now considered an 

important mechanism to facilitate rapid responses to changing conditions (Post & Palkovacs 2009). 

Another integrative argument that is relevant to our idea is the concept of the ecological opportunity 

(Wellborn & Langerhans 2015). Here, the classic Hutchinsonian niche idea is already integrating 

evolutionary processes. This concept links the niche to ecological opportunities, resulting in lineage 

formation and diversifying selection can result in adaptive divergence, phenotypic diversification and 

ultimately speciation. Over the last decades, we have therefore seen the merging of ecological and 

evolutionary concepts and evolutionary ecology has evolved into a powerful sub-discipline. 

What clearly also emerges from these ideas and concepts is that we need further integration and more 

empirical evidence is needed to explore the multiple aspects of these concepts, such as the relationship 

between plasticity in terms of behavioural and other phenotypic traits including fitness measures, the 

ensuing diversity in ecological or social niches and the resulting evolutionary scope for both adjustment 

and adaptation. 

Evolution 
Variation among individuals lies at the heart of Darwinian evolution, but the causal basis of individual 

differences, whether or not these differences represent adaptations or noise with regard to the 

environmental conditions, and how individual differences impact on evolutionary processes, appears to 

be far more complex than assumed before. Evolutionary biologists have found numerous examples 

where traits do not simply evolve towards one global fitness peak, but where many local fitness peaks 

exist (Gavrilets 2004; Wagner 2007, 2011; Oliveira et al. 2008; Williams 2008). In addition, fitness peaks 

are not constant but subject to frequent change, hence the fitness landscape might be better described 

as a fitness seascape (Doebeli & Dieckmann 2000; Mustonen & Lässig 2009). In contrast to the classical 

picture of a fitness landscape, the picture of a fitness seascape allows for diversification: the context-

dependence of fitness allows for diversification and the emergence of polymorphism. Whether it is 

understanding the maintenance of polymorphism in a population (Krüger et al. 2001) and/or how trait 
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variation can be maintained by density-dependent processes (van Benthem & Wittmann 2020), it is clear 

that the evolutionary fitness seascape is frequency-dependent, implying that the optimal phenotype of 

an individual often depends on the phenotype distribution (Wagner 2011). This is in no small part due 

to the environmental heterogeneity and hence stresses the role of ecology. As Peter and Rosemary 

Grant, referring to Dobzhansky (1973), have so nicely stated (Grant & Grant 2008): “Nothing in 

evolutionary biology makes sense except in the light of ecology”. Or, as David Post and Eric Palkovacs 

(2009) put it: “interactions between the ecological theatre and the evolutionary play”. 

As the trait values expressed by other individuals in a population can determine the optimal trait value 

of an individual, influence its reproductive success and thereby its fitness, giving rise to frequency-

dependent selection. We can only understand the evolution of traits and their variation if we incorporate 

both the particular ecological but also social niches that are realised by other individuals in the 

population. This goes hence beyond frequency-dependent selection as social niches are as dynamic as 

the behaviour of the individuals involved (Bergmüller & Taborsky 2010). These social niches make the 

fitness seascape even more dynamic (Bergmüller & Taborsky 2010; Saltz et al. 2016), thereby 

incorporating the adaptive value of different individual phenotypes collectively into the population level 

as well as offering a clear route for personality differences to evolve (Nicolaus et al. 2016). As Edelaar 

& Bolnick (2019) have nicely captured it recently, we need to “appreciate the multiple processes 

increasing individual or population fitness”. 

 

Individualised niches 

Given these discipline-specific developments, integrative approaches across behaviour, ecology and 

evolution have recently been ever more strongly advocated (Dall et al. 2012; Crusio 2015; Gilbert et al. 

2015; Kappeler & Fichtel 2015). As outlined above, there is much scope for cross-fertilisation of ideas. 

The need for new theoretical developments for the study of individualisation across these disciplines 

cannot be overlooked (Araujo et al. 2011; Bolnick et al. 2011; Matthews et al. 2014; Layman et al. 2015). 

The potential and scope for integration into a new theoretical framework has also been clearly 

recognised (Poisot et al. 2011; Laland et al. 2014; Kappeler & Fichtel 2015; Kuijper & Hoyle 2015; 

Laubichler & Renn 2015; Layman et al. 2015; Dammhahn et al. 2018; Edelaar & Bolnick 2019). 

Recently, entire journal issues have been devoted to topics such as “individual-level niche 

specialization” (Oecologia in 2015), “niche construction” (Evolutionary Ecology in 2016) or pace-of-life 

syndromes (Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology in 2018). 

While the recent literature abounds with highly influential reviews (Bolnick et al. 2003; Réale et al. 2007, 

2010; Wolf & Weissing 2012; Layman et al. 2015; Edelaar & Bolnick 2019), fundamental questions are 

still unresolved, such as when during the lifespan and how with regard to underlying physiological 

mechanisms individual differences emerge (Wolf et al. 2007; Müller et al. 2020), how different cues are 

integrated to produce individual phenotypes (Dall et al. 2005, 2015), how they are shaped by 

experiences, how different individual phenotypes coexist within a population (Wolf et al. 2007; 

Dingemanse & Wolf 2010: Costa-Pereira et al. 2018), and what ecological and evolutionary 

consequences can be expected are far from comprehensively understood. 

The cornerstone ecological concept of the niche becomes even more powerful when we include the 

plasticity of individuals (Bolnick et al. 2003; Dingemanse & Wolf 2013) and explicitly link it to fitness 
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(Wolf & Weissing 2012). The emerging new concept of an individualised niche is more dynamic and 

integrative. As an etho-eco-evo concept, it is applicable to the behavioural and ecological as well as to 

the evolutionary time scale. Specifically, we define the individualised niche is a subset of the species’ 

niche that arises from the interaction of the individual with its ecological and social environment. Like 

Grinnell’s niche (Grinnell 1917; Pocheville 2015), it links ecology to evolution and like Hutchinson’s niche 

(Hutchinson 1957), it constitutes an n-dimensional space that now describes how abiotic and biotic 

variables influence individual-specific fitness functions. Bergmüller & Taborsky (2010) defined the social 

niche as “the social conditions an individual needs to practice its way of life“. We broaden this to all 

niche dimensions and propose the conceptual link to fitness (Fig. 3), despite recognising how difficult it 

is in practise to estimate fitness. As fitness is a parameter that can be estimated only post-mortem and 

ultimately over multiple generations, fitness proxies, such as growth rate, survival or annual reproductive 

success, could be used in practice. These proxies could be measured along any environmental gradient, 

similar to the reaction norm concept (Dingemanse et al. 2010). The concept of an individualised niche, 

however, allows for niche dimensions that the classic niche concept does not take into account. Take, 

for example, the idea of a social niche (Bergmüller & Taborsky 2010; Saltz et al. 2016). The social niche 

makes only sense if it is thought of as an individualised niche, because the social niche is different for 

each and every individual. For a comprehensive ecological niche concept for the 21st century (Holt 

2009), we advocate the concept of the individualised niche has to be embraced (Müller et al. 2020). 

How do we envision individualised niches emerging? The existing framework to partition phenotypic 

variation into a genetic, epigenetic and environmental component and their interaction provides the 

basis. There are important life events during early development and into adulthood where a shaping or 

re-shaping of the phenotype can occur. At these switch points or sensitive phases (Sachser et al. 2013, 

2020), marked phenotypic changes are commonly observed. However, at the same time, at each switch 

point during the life history of an individual, phenotypic plasticity is constrained. Crucial constraints on 

phenotypic plasticity are, amongst others, the personality (Wolf et al. 2008; Dochtermann & Dingemanse 

2013) and neuroendocrine physiology (Taborsky et al. 2021) of an individual, but equally important 

constraints can be found in the ecological specialisation of individuals as well as their evolutionary 

heritage. The picture that we envision is one of individuals ‘moving’ along tracks, encountering life history 

switch points, leading to changes of tracks. These life history tracks constrain the phenotypic space of 

an individual (Fig. 4), recognising that unconstrained phenotypic flexibility is unattainable. 

Three key mechanisms lead to individualised niches: niche choice, niche conformance and niche 

construction (Odling Smee et al. 2003; Stamps & Groothuis 2010; Müller et al. 2020). These three key 

processes typically occur to different degrees along the life history of a typical (vertebrate) individual 

(Fig. 5): in many species, individuals receive some form of parental care after birth or hatching and they 

mostly (acknowledging parent-offspring conflict) have to conform to the niche provided by the care-

giver(s). Typically thereafter, a moment follows, when independence from parental care is achieved, 

and this often coincides with dispersal. At this stage, immature individuals can choose their individual 

niche, they might even construct it or they have to make the best out of the situation by conforming to 

it. In other species, no parental care is given but the parent determines where offspring will grow, 

enforcing even more niche conformance upon them, particularly in less mobile immature stages. 

Between the immature and adult life stage, important re-shaping of the phenotype can and does occur, 
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often in so-called sensitive phases found across taxa (English & Barreaux 2020; Sachser et al. 2020). 

Likewise, further choice, construction and conformance influences the phenotype of a fully mature, 

reproducing adult and its offspring via parental, i.e. inter- or transgenerational effects (Sanchez-Tojar et 

al. 2020). All three processes are often mediated by info-chemicals, such as hormones, pheromones, 

and allelochemicals (Müller et al. 2020), with both production and responsiveness changing throughout 

ontogeny. Their mediating power is hard to underestimate, yet remains little explored. More research is 

therefore needed to understand the (physiological) mechanisms underlying the processes of niche 

choice, conformance and construction. 

 

Implications of individualised niches 

Is there any need for yet another unifying concept across behaviour, ecology and evolution? What is to 

be gained by introducing the concept of individualised niches? The consequences of a more 

individualised view are manifold and some have already been described, for example for animal 

personalities (Wolf & Weissing 2012) or individual niche specialisation (Araujo et al. 2011). The 

proposed concept of the individualised niche is another manifestation of the trend towards 

individualisation across organismal biology and even beyond, but what new insights do we stand to gain 

in return? A number of examples are described below: 

1) A more refined understanding of species’ interactions, because individuals interact, not species. 

Individualised niches go beyond niche specialisation, because with individualised niches one can 

better predict interactions because of both personality and fitness integration so that the complex 

fitness seascape resulting from the ecological, but also the social environment, can be better 

incorporated (Schirmer et al. 2020). 

2) A more refined understanding of ecosystem structure and dynamics, because individuals interact. 

Ecosystem ecology is already complex enough, but to make it more accurate and predictive, 

individual variation needs to be taken into account. It is clear that individual variation matters in 

community ecology (Bolnick et al. 2011; Barabas & D’Andrea 2016; Hart et al. 2016) and that 

individual niche variation is a complex interplay between intra-specific and inter-specific competition 

(Fig. 2) and peculiar to a site (Costa-Pereira et al. 2018). With the clear linkage of the niche to 

fitness, we gain predictive power as we can better predict how individual phenotypes and genotypes 

should be doing in complex systems in the future. 

3) Individualised conservation. There are three key aspects here. First, individualisation might help 

populations to persist in the light of rapidly changing conditions, so analogous to population 

genetics, a viable population should encompass as many individualised niches as possible. 

Second, in many cases we are unlikely to conserve every individual of a given population (Bottrill 

et al. 2008). Hence, we need to identify either critical keystone individuals, those individuals that 

will benefit the most from conservation measures, or simply those individuals that are easiest to 

conserve given a finite budget. The third aspect is that individualised conservation can tailor 

conservation measures towards individuals, as in precision medicine, so that it is effectively 

‘precision conservation’ (Desalle & Amato 2017). 

4) Individualised animal welfare. As for conservation, the trend towards individualisation might also 

bring about decisive new insights for the treatment of animals in humans hands (Richter & Hintze 
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2019). First, there is a general consensus that welfare is a characteristic of the individual animal 

(Broom 2010). Indeed, individuals differ greatly in their proneness to develop welfare problems in 

general and in the type of problems they suffer from specifically (Koolhaas et al. 2010). Hence, it 

appears fundamental to investigate such inter-individual differences systematically to understand 

why only some individuals develop welfare problems and others not. Second, measures taken to 

improve animal welfare do not necessarily lead to the desired effect in all individuals of one group. 

Consequently, shifting the focus from a “one-intervention-fits-all” approach to an individual-tailored 

intervention might stimulate future developments in the field (Winckler 2019). 

5) Individualised genomics. In parallel to developments in behavioural, ecological and evolutionary 

theory, new sequencing and genotyping technologies have made it possible to screen individuals 

of virtually any species for very large numbers of genetic markers. Coupled with recent advances 

in the theory and practice of genomic prediction, we have now reached the point where it is feasible 

to predict the phenotype of an individual from its genotype, even in wild populations lacking 

pedigrees. This promises to enhance our understanding of individual variation and its role in 

microevolutionary processes and eco-evolutionary dynamics. 

In general, spelling out the niche concept on the individual level results in a more powerful, dynamic and 

integrative theoretical-conceptual framework. The concept of an individualised niche is more powerful 

because it recognises the plasticity of individuals, it is more dynamic because it includes the idea that 

individualised niches change over the lifetime, and it is integrative because it acknowledges the 

importance of behaviour, is explicitly linked to fitness and thereby allows studying the interrelation of 

ecological and evolutionary processes. 

Conclusions 

“The niche concept pervades ecology. Like the fitness concept in evolutionary biology, it is a core 

concept” (Pocheville 2015). By integrating the personality concept from animal behaviour, and 

considering the entire development and effects on an individual’s phenotype, we propose that 

individualised niches represent a novel, integrative framework to study the causes and consequences 

of individualisation. The niche concept will undoubtedly continue to pervade ecology, but it needs to be 

brought into the 21st century (Holt 2009). It is our belief that the etho-eco-evo concept of individualised 

niches can contribute toward this crucial endeavour. 
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Figure legends  

 

Fig. 1. Illustrative time line of the paradigm shift in animal behaviour from A) documenting behavioural 

differences between species until the 1970s as illustrated by monumental studies on ungulates (Jarman 

1974), carnivores (Schaller 1972) and great apes (Galdikas 1978; Fossey 1983), followed by the 

recognition of B) differences between populations of a given species in the 1980s and 1990s such as in 

mice (Butler 1980), great tits (Sherry & Galef 1990), tool use differences in chimpanzees (Boesch & 

Boesch 1990) and foraging techniques in oystercatchers (Goss-Custard 1996). The new century brought 

a further level of variation: C) that between individuals of a given population as so nicely illustrated by 

studies on great tits (Carere et al. 2005), trout (Adriaenssens & Johnsson 2013), bighorn sheep 

(Poissant et al. 2013) and dogs (Jones & Gosling 2005) as examples. All photos by Oliver Krüger. 

 

Fig. 2. Illustration of the level of variation in niche space between and within individuals of a given 

population and how the two forces of intra- and interspecific competition either enlarge or compress the 

realised niche of a population. Modified after Bolnick et al. (2003). 

 

Fig. 3. Illustration of the concept of individualised niches with three individuals depicted. Instead of the 

frequency of use as is commonly used in Hutchinsonian niches, we propose to use a fitness component 

and hence the curves become individual-specific fitness functions that are subject to both modification 

via plasticity and they respond to selection. 

 

Fig. 4. Scheme depicting the influence of genotype, environment and life history stage for the phenotypic 

expression of individual traits over the entire lifetime of two individuals. Phenotypic expression of a trait 

is significantly influenced by life history switch points where individuals change tracks according to the 

influence of both genes and the environment on the switch point. 

 

Fig. 5. Idealised life cycle graph illustrating key switch points in life and where key processes leading to 

individualised niches act within the life cycle. Circular arrows depict when individuals commonly exercise 

niche choice, niche conformance, and niche construction which all affect the life history of an individual. 
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A) Until the 1970s: Species differ in behaviour

B) 1980s-1990s: Populations differ in behaviour

C) 2000s…: Individuals differ in behaviour

Fig. 1 
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